We study Liouville first passage percolation metrics associated to a Gaussian free field h mollified by the two-dimensional heat kernel pt in the bulk, and related star-scale invariant metrics. For γ ∈ (0, 2) and
1 Introduction, main statement, further directions
Our study is related to the problem of rigorously constructing a metric for Liouville quantum gravity (LQG), a random geometry formally given by reweighting Euclidean space by e γh , where h is a Gaussian free field. LQG was originally introduced in the physics literature by Polyakov in 1981 [26] . In its mathematical form, it is a special case of Gaussian multiplicative chaos, introduced in [17] . In the last two decades, there has been an explosion of interest in the probability community towards rigorously constructing the relevant objects. In particular, the LQG measure was constructed rigorously in the regime γ ≤ 2, via a renormalization procedure, in [13] . Other relevant work in this area includes [30, 27, 28, 34, 3, 29, 1] .
Much remains open regarding the construction of the LQG metric. At the special temperature γ = 8/3, in which LQG is intimately connected with the Brownian map [18, 19, 21] , a metric for LQG has been constructed in [22, 23, 24] . Substantial work has also been devoted to understanding the distance exponents for natural discrete LQG metrics; see [10, 6, 16, 15, 7] . In [11, 9] some non-universality results were established for first-passage percolation distance exponents for metrics of the form e γφ δ ds, where φ δ is discretization of a log-correlated Gaussian field. This indicates that precisely understanding such exponents must involve rather fine information about the structure of the particular field in question.
The present study concerns the tightness of Liouville first-passage percolation (LFPP) metrics, which are natural smoothed LQG metrics. This indicates the existence of limiting metrics; it thus will remain to show that such limiting metrics are unique in law for each γ in order to complete the construction of the LQG metric. The present study follows three main tightness results for discretized or smoothed LQG metrics. In [5] , tightness of LFPP metrics (on a discrete lattice) was proved at high-temperatures (i.e. γ 2). In [12] , tightness was shown for metrics arising in the same way from -scale invariant fields, still at high-temperature. In [4] , tightness was shown for all γ < 2 for the Liouville graph distance, which is a graph metric given by considering Euclidean balls of a given LQG measure.
For γ ∈ (0, 2), we will use the notation
where d γ is the "Liouville quantum gravity dimension" defined in [7] . It is known (see Theorem 1.2 and Proposition 1.7 in [7] ) that the function γ → γ dγ is strictly increasing and continuous on (0, 2). Therefore, in this article we will be interested by the range ξ ∈ (0, (
We consider a smoothed Gaussian field and W is a space-time white noise. This approximation is natural since it can be uniformly compared on a compact domain with a Gaussian free field mollified by the heat kernel defined on a slightly larger domain, and presents some nice invariance and scaling properties on the full plane.
We consider the length metric e ξφ δ ds (equivalently the metric whose Riemannian metric tensor is given by e 2ξφ δ ds 2 ), restricted to the unit square Furthermore, the normalizing constants (λ δ ) δ∈(0,1) satisfy:
where Q = In order to establish the tightness of the family of renormalized metrics (d φ δ ) δ∈(0,1) := (λ −1 δ e ξφ δ ds) δ∈(0,1) , we prove a number of uniform estimates for that family (which also hold when the approximation is the GFF mollified by the heat kernel). Such estimates that are closed under weak convergence also apply to subsequential limits. Let us summarize these properties. Let D denote the family of laws of d φ δ , δ ∈ (0, 1) (e.g. seen as random continuous functions on ([0, 1] 2 ) 2 ), and D denotes its closure under weak convergence (i.e., D also includes the laws of all subsequential limits).
1. Under any P ∈ D, d is P-a.s. a length metric.
If d is a metric on R
2 and R is a rectangle, we denote by d(R) the left-right length of R for d. We have the following tail estimates. There exists c, C > 0 such that for s > 2, uniformly in P ∈ D we have are tight.
Let us also mention that subsequential limits are consistent with the Weyl scaling: for a function f in the Cameron-Martin space of the Gaussian free field h, for any coupling (h, d) associated to a subsequential limit of (h, λ
2 * h ds), the couplings (h, d) and (h + f, e ξf · d) are mutually absolutely continuous with respect to each other and the associated Radon-Nikodým derivative is the one of the first marginal.
Strategy of the proof and comparison to previous works
As in the previous works [5, 12, 4] , our tightness proof relies on two key ingredients: a Russo-Seymour-Welsh argument and multiscale analysis.
The RSW argument relates, to within a constant factor, quantiles of the left-right LFPP crossing distances of a "portrait" rectangle and of a "landscape" rectangle. In [5, 4] , these crossings are referred to as "easy" and "hard," respectively. The utility of such a result is that crossings of larger rectangles necessarily induce easy crossings of subrectangles, while hard crossings of smaller rectangles can be glued together to create crossings of larger rectangles. Thus, multiscale analysis arguments can establish lower bounds in terms of easy crossings and upper bounds in terms of hard crossings; RSW arguments then allow these bounds to be compared.
RSW arguments originated in the works [31, 33, 32] for Bernoulli percolation, and have since been adapted to many percolation settings. The work [5] introduced an RSW result for LFPP at high temperature based on an RSW result for Voronoi percolation devised by Tassion [35] . Tassion's result is beautiful but intricate, and becomes quite complex when it is adapted to take into account the weights of crossing in the first-passage percolation setting, as was done in [5] .
The RSW approach of this paper is based on the much simpler approach introduced in [12] , which relies on an approximate conformal invariance of the field. (We recall that the Gaussian free field is exactly conformally invariant in dimension 2, and that the LQG measure enjoys an exact conformal covariance.) In short, the conformal invariance argument relies on writing down a conformal map between the portrait and landscape rectangles, and analyzing the effect of such a map on crossings of the rectangle. We note that the approximate conformal invariance used in this paper relies in an important way on the exact independence of different "scales" of the field, which is manifest in the independence of the white noise at different times in the expression (1.2). Thus, the argument we use here is not immediately applicable to mollifications of the Gaussian free field by general mollifiers (for example, the common "circle-average approximation" of the GFF). The argument of [12] was also adapted in [4] to the Liouville graph distance case.
Once the RSW result is established, we derive tails estimates with respect to fixed quantiles. With RSW and tail estimates in hands, we turn to the multiscale analysis part of the paper. This argument turns on the Condition (T) formulated in (5.1) below, which, informally, says that the crossing distance of a box divided into many smaller subboxes must feel substantial contributions from the weight as the crossing crosses many of the subboxes-that is, that the weight of the crossing is not concentrated on a small number of subboxes. The argument of [4] turns on a similar condition, which is a key role of the subcriticality γ < 2. While [4] relies directly on certain scale-monotonicity properties of the Liouville graph distance to use the subcriticality, the present work relies on the characterization of the Hausdorff dimension d ξ obtained in [7] , along with some weak multiplicativity arguments and concentration obtained from percolation arguments.
The utility of Condition (T) is that it allows us to use an Efron-Stein argument to obtain a contraction in an inductive crossing distance logarithm variance bound. Informally, since the crossing distance feels the effect of many different subboxes, the subbox crossing distances are effectively being averaged to form the overall crossing distance. This yields a contraction in variance. (Of course, the coarse scales also contribute variance, and hence the variance of the crossing distance does not decrease as the discretization scale decreases but rather stays bounded.) The Efron-Stein argument is applied here in a similar way to the arguments in [12, 4] . In particular, using Efron-Stein to bound the variance of the logarithm of the crossing distance, rather than the crossing distance itself, was not used in [5] , and is an important ingredient in showing the tightness for temperatures up to criticality. In the context of the multiscale analysis, percolation and RSW arguments again play a key role in establishing necessary concentration inequalities, in particular to upgrade the bound on the variance of the logarithm of the crossing distance to a stronger concentration statement for the crossing distance.
Let us point out exactly where and how the input from [7] is used. It gives lower and upper bounds for low and high quantiles of left-right lengths respectively. These bounds are ε-sharp at the level of the exponent. By using tail estimates with respect these quantiles, we get moment estimates. In order to verify Condition (T), we need the following strict inequality: 1 − c ξ − 2ξ > 0 for c ξ such that the expected value of the left-right length of [0, 1] 2 for the metric e ξφ δ ds is approximately larger than δ c ξ . By using the input, the choice of c ξ is sharp and turns to be ξQ − 1 (up to ε). This strict inequality is then satisfied for all γ ∈ (0, 2), therefore for ξ ∈ (0, (
. Without this input, we can deal with a non-trivial range of ξ: by a direct comparison with the infimum of φ δ on [0, 1] 2 , we can take c ξ = 2ξ and the strict inequality holds for ξ ∈ (0, 1/4). This gives the tightness of renormalized lengths and metrics for ξ ∈ (0, 1/4), as well as the existence of an exponent α ξ such that λ δ = δ
) .
Description and comparison of approximations
The field we consider here is defined for δ ∈ (0, 1) by
where
and W is a space-time white noise on [0, 1] × R 2 . This approximation is different than the one considered in [12] where the approximation is
for a smooth nonnegative bump function k, radially symmetric and with compact support. Up to a change of variable in t, the difference is essentially replacing p 1 by k. Fields are normalized in such a way that E(φ 0 (x)φ 0 (y)) = − log |x − y| + g(x, y) with g continuous. Let us mention that -scale Gaussian fields with compactly supported bump function k The Gaussian field φ δ introduced above satisfies 1. and 3 but not 2. Because of the lack of finite-range correlation, we will also use a field ψ δ (defined in the next section) which satisfies 1. and 2. such that
has Gaussian tails, where we use the notation φ 0,n for φ δ with δ = 2 −n . This comparison will allow us to use the same arguments developed for the -scale invariant case in [12] .
Basic properties of φ δ and ψ δ
Scaling property of φ δ . Scale decomposition goes as follow: we can decompose
If we denote by C n the covariance kernel of φ n i.e. C n (x, x ) = E(φ n (x)φ n (x )), we have
Therefore, the law of (φ n (x)) x∈[0 and not δ in (2.8) so that the pointwise variance φ δ is log δ −1 . Similarly, for 0 < a < b and x ∈ R 2 , set
and note that we have the following scaling property: φ a,b (r·)
and by the change of variable t = r 2 u, this gives
dt = E(φ a/r,b/r )(x, x ). We will use the notation φ k,n when a = 2 −n and b = 2 −k for 0 ≤ k ≤ n.
Maximum and oscillation of φ δ . We have the same estimates for the supremum of the field φ 0,n than those for the -scale invariant case considered in [12] (it is essentially a scaling argument combined with union bound). The following proposition corresponds to Lemma 10.1 and Lemma 10.2 in [12] .
Proposition 2 (Maximum bounds). We have the following tail estimates for the supremum of φ 0,n over the unit square: for a > 0, n ≥ 0,
as well as the moment bounds: if γ < 2, then
We will also need some control on the oscillation of the field φ 0,n . We introduce the following notation for the L ∞ -norm on a subset of
We introduce the following notation to describe the oscillation of a smooth field φ: if A ⊂ R 2 we set
, where P n denote dyadic blocks at scale n, viz.
Proposition 3 (Oscillation bounds). We have the following tail estimates for the oscillation of φ 0,n : there exists C > 0, σ 2 > 0, so that, for all x > 0, n ≥ 0,
as well as the following moment bounds: for a > 0, there exists c a > 0 so that for n ≥ 0,
+ε +O(n 2ε ) (2.14)
Proof. Inequality (2.13) was obtained between Equation (10.3) and Equation (10.4) in [12] . Now, we prove (2.14). Set a n := an ε , O n = 2 −n ∇φ 0,n [0,1] 2 , and take x n = a n σ 2 + ασ √ n with α > 0 so that Definition of ψ δ . We fix a smooth, nonnegative, radially symmetric bump function Φ such that 0 ≤ Φ ≤ 1, Φ is equal to one on B(0, 1) and to zero outside B(0, 2), as well as small constants r 0 > 0 and ε 0 > 0. Then, we introduce for each δ ∈ [0, 1], the field
Finite range of dependence of ψ δ . Thanks to the presence of truncations, the fields (ψ δ ) δ∈[0,1] have finite range of dependence, 8r 0 sup t∈[0,1] √ t| log t| ε0 < ∞. Indeed, the correlation function of ψ δ is given by
and c t has compact support included in B(0, 4σ t ).
Decomposition in scales and blocks of ψ δ . We have the following decomposition of ψ:
where ψ k,P is defined for P ∈ P k as ψ k,P (x) :
has range of dependence less than Ck ε0 2 −k . In particular, a fixed block field is only correlated with fewer than Ck 2ε0 other block fields at the same scale. In fact, when we will apply the Efron-Stein inequality we will use the following decomposition,
Pp
Variance bounds for φ δ and ψ δ . Later on we will need the following lemma.
Lemma 4. There exists C > 0 so that for δ ∈ [0, 1] and x, x ∈ R 2 , we have
Proof. We start by estimating the first term. Using the inequality
For the second term, we have similarly,
We rewrite the variance in terms of q t : replacing x − x by x we look at
We deal with these two terms separately. For the second one, since 0 ≤ Φ ≤ 1, we have 0 ≤ q t ≤ 1.
Therefore, following what we did for φ δ above we directly have 0
For the second term, since p t (0) = Ct −1 , it is enough to get the bound √ t|q t (0) − q t (x)| ≤ C|x| to complete the proof of the lemma. Changing variables, we have
Therefore, using that 0 ≤ Φ ≤ 1,
σt < ∞ and the result follows.
Comparison between φ δ and ψ δ
The following proposition justifies the introduction of the field ψ δ .
Proposition 5. There exist C > 0 and c > 0 such that for all x > 0, we have
The proof follows from an adaptation of Lemma 2.7 in [8] as soon as we have the estimates
and
Note that (2.21) follows from Lemma 4 and that (2.20) follows from
Let us point out that in fact we have n≥0 E( φ n,n+1 − ψ n,n+1 [0,1] 2 ) < ∞. Since we will be working with two different approximations of the Gaussian free field, we introduce here some notation, referring to one field or the other. We will denote by R a,b :
and, X a := X a,b for the difference between the two fields we consider.
a,b (ψ)) will refer to the left-right distance of the rectangle R a,b for the length functional e ξφ0,n ds:
We introduce some notation for the quantiles associated to this observable;
We will also need the notation
The following inequalities are straightforward:
Therefore, using Proposition 5 we obtain that for some C > 0 (depending only on the geometry), for any ε > 0 we have
In particular, there exists C p > 0 such that, uniformly in n,
2.3 Outline of the proof: roles of φ δ and ψ δ
The structure of the proof of our main theorem is the following:
1. Prove Russo-Seymour-Welsh estimates for φ.
2. Prove tail estimates w.r.t low and high quantiles for both φ and ψ:
(a) Lower tails: Use directly the RSW estimates together with a Fernique-type argument for the field ψ with local independence properties.
(b) Upper tails: use a percolation/scaling argument, percolation using ψ and scaling using φ.
3. Concentration of the log of the left-right distance: use Efron-Stein for the field ψ (because of the local independence properties at each scale). This gives the same result for φ.
4.
To conclude for the concentration of diameter and metric, this is essentially a chaining/scaling argument using only the field φ.
In order to make the induction works, we need a nice contraction of the higher scales, which corresponds to the term e −C2K in (5.62). We introduce a general condition (which we call Condition (T), see (5.1)) which ensures this contraction. We prove that this condition is satisfied when γ ∈ (0, 2). Our proof uses a result taken from [7] about the existence of an exponent for circle average Liouville first passage percolation (see [7] ) and this is the reason we don't consider the -scale invariant field with compactly supported kernel as in [12] but the field φ δ , which can be compared to the circle average process by a result obtained in [6] .
3 Russo-Seymour-Welsh estimates 3.1 Approximate conformal invariance
. Consider a conformal map F between two bounded simply-connected open sets U and V such that |F | ≥ 1 on U , F U < ∞ and
whereW is a white noise that we will couple with W in order to compare φ δ −φ δ • F . The coupling goes as follows: for y ∈ U , t ∈ (0, ∞), let y = F (y) ∈ V and t = t|F (y)| 2 and setW (dy , dt
and both sides have variance φ 2 L 2 . The rest of the white noises are chosen to be independent, i.e.
Remark also that δφ 3 is independent of φ δ , δφ 1 , and δφ 2 . We will estimate these terms over a compact subset K of U . In what follows, we take x, x ∈ K.
and by a change of variable t ↔ t 2 , it is equivalent to bound from above,
We will estimate this term by considering the case where t ≤ |x − x | and the case where t ≥ |x − x |.
Step 1: Case t ≥ |x − x |. Using the identity |x − y|
and the corresponding part in (3.27) is |x − x | 2 1
Step 2: For t ≤ |x − x |, using the Taylor inequality
and the mean value inequality,
Step 2: case (a). Note that for y ∈ B(x, ε), for ε small enough (depending only on F U ), we have,
Therefore, for such y's we have, coming back to (3.29) ,
For this case we get the bound
where B t denotes a two-dimensional Gaussian variable with covariance matrix t times the identity. This term contributes to (3.27) as C
Step 2: case (b). Now, for t ≤ |x − x | and y ∈ U \ B(x, ε) we control √
Note that three terms contribute to δφ 2 . The third one is a nice Gaussian field independent of δ. The first two terms are similar, we will therefore just focus on the first one, δφ
. We have, similarly to (3.27) and (3.28),
And the remaining term (note the symmetry between x and x ) can be controlled as follows:
Third term. We give here a bound on the pointwise variance of δφ 3 . By using
Result. Therefore we have the decomposition
where δφ 1 is a high frequency Gaussian noise with bounded pointwise variance and δφ 2 and δφ 3 are low frequency Gaussian noises having uniform (in δ) Gaussian tails. Henceforth we will denote the high frequency noise δφ 1 by δφ h and the low frequency one δφ 2 +δφ 3 by δφ l . Note that the high frequency noise δφ h in independent of φ δ and of the low frequency one, δφ l ; this will be crucial for our argument. With this notation, the decomposition takes the formφ
(3.30)
Russo-Seymour-Welsh estimates
The main result of this section is the following. This is the equivalent of Theorem 3.1 from [12] but with the field mollified by the heat kernel instead of a compactly supported kernel.
Corollary 7 (RSW estimates for ψ δ ). Under the same assumptions, we have:
We describe below the main lines of the argument. Consider R a,b and R a ,b , two rectangles with respective side lengths (a, b) and (a , b ) satisfying
Suppose that we could take a conformal map F : R a,b → R a ,b mapping the long left and right sides of R a,b to the short left and right sides of R a ,b . (This is not in fact possible since there are only three degrees of freedom in the choice of a conformal map, but for the sake of illustration we will consider this idealized setting first.) Then the proof goes as follows.
Take a geodesicπ forφ 0,n for the left-right crossing of R a,b . Then, using the coupling (3.30), we have:
It is essential thatπ isφ 0,n measurable andφ 0,n is independent of δφ h . Then, we can use the following lemma.
Lemma 8. If Φ is a continuous field and Ψ is an independent continuous centered Gaussian field with pointwise variance bounded above by σ 2 > 0, then, we have
Proof. Fix s := 2σ 2 log ε −1 throughout the proof. Conditionally on Φ, denoting by µ the occupation measure of a left-right crossing π(Φ) associated to the field Φ, using Jensen's inequality with α = s 2 2σ 2 = log ε −1 > 1 and Chebychev inequality, we have
To bound from above L 1,1 (Φ + Ψ), we take a geodesic for Φ and use the moment estimate (3.35). We start with the left tail. Still with s := 2σ 2 log ε −1 , we have
For the right tail, we have similarly,
which concludes the proof of the lemma.
The previous reasoning does not apply directly to rectangle crossing lengths but provides the following proposition. Let A, B be two boundary arcs of K and denote by L the distance from A to B in K for the metric e ξφ0,n ds; we denote A := F (A), B := F (B), K := F (K), and L is the distance from A to B in K for e ξφ0,n ds. Recall that we have |F | ≥ 1 on U .
Proposition 9.
We have the following comparisons between quantiles. There exists C > 0 such that:
Now, we want to prove a similar result for rectangle crossing lengths. We will need the three following lemmas that can be found in [12] . The first one is a geometrical construction, the second one is a complex analysis result and the last one comes essentially from [25] together with an approximation argument. 3. When dividing the marked sides of E p into m subarcs of equal length, for any pair of such subarcs (one on each side), there exists a conformal map F : E p → E such that the pair of subarcs is mapped to subarcs of the marked sides of E .
4. For each pair, the associated map F extends to a conformal equivalence U → V where E p ⊂ U , E ⊂ V and |F | ≥ 1 on U .
Lemma 12 (Positive association and square-root-trick). If k ≥ 2 and (R 1 , . . . , R k ) denote a collection of k rectangles, then, for
An easy consequence of this positive association is the so-called "square-root-trick":
We have the following comparisons between quantiles. If a/b < 1 and a /b > 1, there exists C > 0 such that, for ε ∈ (0, 1/2),
Proof. We provide first a comparison between low quantiles and then a comparison between high quantiles.
Step 1. Comparison of small quantiles. Suppose P(L (n) a,b ≤ l) ≥ ε. By Lemma 10 and union bound,
p . Under this event, by Lemma 11, there exists a crossing of E p between two subarcs of E p (one on each side) hence with probability at least ε/(j p m 2 ), one of these crossings has length at most l. By the left tail estimate Proposition 9 and Lemma 11, we obtain that there is C > 0 such for all ε, l > 0:
hence (1).
Step 2. Comparison of high quantiles. Now suppose P(L
By Lemma 10 (to start with a crossing at a lower scale) and Lemma 12 (square-root-trick), we have P(
Furthermore, by iterating, we have P(
a/2 p ,b/2 p ≤ l}, the ellipse E p from Lemma 11 has a crossing of length ≤ l between two marked arcs. Again by subdividing each its marked arcs into m subarcs and applying the square-root trick, we see that for at least one pair of subarcs, there is a crossing of length ≤ l with probability ≥ 1 − ε j −p m −2 . Combining with the right-tail estimate Proposition 9 and Lemma 11, we get:
which completes the proof.
Remark 14.
The importance of the Russo-Seymour-Welsh estimates comes from the following: percolation arguments/estimates work well when taking small quantiles associated with short crossings and high quantiles associated with long crossings. Thanks to RSW estimates, we can instead keep track only of low and high quantiles associated to the unit square crossing, n (p) and¯ n (p).
Tail estimates with respect to fixed quantiles
Lower tails. This is where we take r 0 small enough (recall the definition (2.15)) to obtain some small range of dependence of the field ψ so that a Fernique-type argument works.
Proposition 15 (Lower tail estimates for ψ).
We have the following lower tail estimates: for p small enough, but fixed, for all s > 0 we have:
where the constants depend on the geometry and on p.
Proof of the lower tail. The RSW estimate (3.33) gives
Now, if L 
Take p 0 small, such that C 2 p 0 < 1 where C is the constant in (4.38) and set r
By induction we get, for i ≥ 0,
Indeed, the case i = 0 follows by definition and then notice that the RSW estimates (4.38) under the induction hypothesis implies that P(L
and from (4.41) we have the lower bound, for i ≥ 1:
Our estimate (4.42) then takes the form, for i ≥ 0:
Which can be rewritten, taking i = 2 log 2 s , with absolute constants, for s > 2:
We obtain the statement of the proposition by using again the RSW estimates.
Using the comparison result between φ and ψ (Proposition 5), we get the following corollary.
Corollary 16 (Lower tail estimates for φ).
For p small enough, but fixed, for all s > 0 we have:
Upper tails. The proof of the upper tails is similar to the one of Proposition 5.3 in [12] . The main difference is that we have to switch between φ and ψ, so that we can use the independence properties of ψ together with the scaling properties of φ. Before stating the proposition, we refer the reader to (2.24) for the definition of Λ n (φ, p).
Proposition 17 (Upper tail estimates for φ).
For p small enough, but fixed, we have, for all n ≥ 0 and s > 2, Proof. The proof uses percolation and scaling arguments.
Step 1: Percolation argument. To each unit square P of Z 2 , we associate the four crossings of size (3, 1) surrounding P , consider its length S (n) (P, ψ) and declare the site P to be open when the event
3,1 (ψ, p)} occurs. It does with probability ≥ 1 − ε(p), where ε(p) goes to zero as p goes to zero (recall that P(L
3,1 (p)) = 1 − p). Using highly supercritical finite-range site percolation together with the Russo-Seymour-Welsh estimates (to come back to¯ n (ψ, p)), we have
Therefore, using this bound together with Proposition 5 to bound
Note that we used the bound¯ n (ψ, p) ≤ C p¯ n (φ, p/2) from (2.26) in the third inequality.
Step 2: Decoupling and scaling. Since L
(φ), the scaling property of the
Step 3: We derive an a priori bound n (φ, p) ≥ 2
k . (Note that the argument below will be optimized in (5.75)). For each dyadic block of size 2 −k visited by π n (φ), one of the four rectangles of size 2 −k (1, 3) around P has to be crossed by π n (φ). Therefore, since π n (φ) has to visit at least 2 k dyadic blocks of size 2 −k , we have
where (R i (P )) 1≤i≤4 denote the four rectangles of size 2 −k (1, 3) surrounding P . Using the supremum tail estimate (2.9) and the left tail estimates (4.43), we get, n (φ, p) ≥ 2
Step 4: We consider large tails i.e. s ≥ 2 n 2 . By a direct comparison with the supremum, we have n (φ, p) ≥ 2 −ξ(2n+C √ n) (later on we will use a more precise estimate from [7] , see (5.49)). Moreover, bounding from above the left-right distance by taking a straight path from left to right and then using a moment method analogous to the one in (3.35), we get P L
Cs e −c s 2 log s .
Using again the comparison result between φ and ψ (Proposition 5), we get the following corollary.
Corollary 18 (Upper tail estimates for ψ). For p small enough, but fixed, we have, for all n ≥ 0 and s > 2, ψ 0,n (P ) denotes the value of the field ψ 0,n taken at the center of a block P . We introduce the following condition: there exists α > 1, c > 0 so that for K large we have,
The importance of Condition (T) comes from the following theorem.
It is known (see [2] ) that the support of the Liouville measure M γ on D is the so-called thick points of the Gaussian free field i.e. the set of points
where h ε is the circle average process of the Gaussian free field h on D with Dirichlet boundary condition. If such a property were true for the metric (with some other thickness), by replacing ψ 0,K (P ) by the typical value of ψ 0,K over π K n (ψ), we would get
It is not expected that the weight is approximately constant over the crossing (since there may be some not too small level lines of the field that the crossing has to take into account). This condition requires that the length of the crossing is not supported by a small fraction of coarse blocks.
The core of this section is the proof of Theorem 19. Before proving it, let us already jump to the important following proposition. Proof.
Step 1: Supremum bound. Taking the supremum over all blocks of size 2 −K in [0, 1] 2 , we get
Step 2: We give a lower bound of the denominator of the right-hand side. By taking the concatenation of straight paths associated to π K n (ψ), we get a left-right crossing of [0, 1] 2 . Denote this crossing by Γ n,K,ψ . We have,
≥ e −ξX1 exp(−ξ max
(Recall that osc P was defined in (2.12).)
Step 3: Combining the two previous steps, we have,
Now, we take α > 1 close to 1. Using Hölder's inequality with 1 r + 1 s = 1 and r close to 1, together with Cauchy-Schwarz, we get,
Therefore, using (2.10) for the maximum, (4.43) for the left-right crossing, Proposition 5 to bound X 1 and (2.14) for the maximum of oscillations, we finally get, when αrξ < 2 (recall that αr can be taken arbitrarily close to 1),
Step 4: Lower bound on quantiles. For γ ∈ (0, 2), Q := 2 γ + γ 2 > 2. Using Proposition 3.17 from [7] (circle average LFPP) and Proposition 3.3 from [6] (comparison between φ δ and circle average), we have, if p is fixed and ε ∈ (0, Q − 2), for K large enough,
Step 5: Conclusion. Using the results from the two previous steps, we finally get,
which completes the proof. Now, we come back to the proof of Theorem 19. We first derive a priori estimates on the quantile ratios.
Lemma 21. Let Z be a random variable with finite variance and p ∈ (0, 1/2). If a pair (¯ (Z, p), (Z, p)) satisfies¯ (Z, p) ≥ (Z, p), P(Z ≥¯ (Z, p)) ≥ p and P(Z ≤ (Z, p)) ≥ p, then, we have:
Proof. If Z is an independent copy of Z, notice that for l ≥ l we have 2Var
In the following lemma, we derive an a priori bound on the variance of log L
Lemma 22. For all n ≥ 0 we have the bound
Proof. Denote by L −k where it is equal to the value of φ 0,n at the center of this block. Note that we have
We can write Y = AN where N is a standard Gaussian vector in R p and A is the symmetric, positive semidefinite square root of K:
which is ξσ-Lipschitz as a function of N where σ = max(|A 1 |, ..., |A p |). By using the Gaussian Poincaré inequality (see (2.16) in [20] ) and since the pointwise variance of the field is (n + 1) log 2, we have
Before stating the following lemma, we refer the reader to the definition of quantile ratios in (2.24).
Lemma 23 (A priori bound on the quantile ratios). Fix p ∈ (0, 1/2). There exists a constant C p depending only on p such that for all n ≥ 1,
Proof. By using Lemma 22 we get Var(log L (k) 1,1 (ψ)) ≤ Ck for all 1 ≤ k ≤ n and an absolute constant C > 0. Using then Lemma 21 with Z k = log L (k) 1,1 (ψ) for k ≤ n, we finally get the bound max k≤n¯
Proof of Theorem 19. The proof is divided in five steps. K will denote a large positive number to be fixed at the last step.
Step 1. Quantiles-variance relation / setup. We aim to get an inductive bound on Λ n (ψ, p). We will therefore bound¯ n (ψ,p/2) n (ψ,p/2) in term of Λ's at lower scales. p will be fixed from now on, small enough so that we have the tail estimates from Section 4 for φ with p and for ψ with p/2. The starting point is the following:
Step 2. Efron-Stein. Using the Efron-Stein inequality with the block decomposition of ψ 0,n introduced in (2.17), we get
where in the first term (resp. second term) we resample the field ψ 0,K (resp. ψ K,n,P ) to get an independent copyψ 0,K (resp.ψ K,n,P ) and we consider the left-right distance L K n (ψ) (resp. L P n (ψ)) associated to the field ψ 0,n − ψ 0,K +ψ 0,K (resp. ψ 0,n − ψ K,n,P +ψ K,nP ).
Step 3. Analysis of the first term. For the first term, using again the Gaussian Poincaré inequality, we get
Step 4. Analysis of the second term. For
, the block P is visited by the geodesic π n (ψ) associated to L n (ψ). We upper bound L P n (ψ) by taking the concatenation of the part of π n (ψ) outside of P K which we defined as
together with four geodesics associated to long crossings surrounding P K (for the field ψ 0,n which coincide with the field ψ P 0,n outside of P K ). We recall that ε 0 is associated with the range of dependence of the resampled fieldψ K,n,P through (2.15) (see also the subsection following this definition). We get, introducing the rectangles (
• We upper bound each term in the maximum of (5.56) as follows:
where the oscillation osc is defined in (2.12) and P K is defined in (5.55). Furthermore, we can upper bound the rectangle crossings associated to the Q i (P )'s by gluing O(K ε0 ) rectangle crossings of size 2 −K (3, 1). We get, max
where the maximum is over CK 2ε0 rectangles of size 2 −K (3, 1), with a natural notation. We end up with the following upper bound:
(P, φ) (5.57)
• We lower bound the denominator of (5.57) as follows. If P ∈ P K is visited by a π n (ψ) geodesic, then there are at least two short disjoint rectangle crossings among the four surrounding P . Therefore, if we denote byP the box containing P at its center whose size is three times the one of P ,
where (R i (P )) 1≤i≤4 denote the four rectangles of size 2 −K (1, 3) surrounding P . Summing over all P 's and taking uniform bounds for the rectangle crossings at higher scales,
Therefore, taking a uniform bound for the oscillation, we get,
• Gathering inequalities (5.57) and (5.59), we have
• Condition (T) gives us a α > 1 and c > 0 so that for K large enough, for n ≥ K,
Furthermore, using our tail estimates w.r.t upper and lower quantiles for φ (see (4.43) and (4.44) as well as our gradient estimate (2.14), for β > 1 so that
+ε 0 . This is for the second inequality that we take ε 0 to be small in the definition of ψ, (2.15), ε 0 < 1/2 is sufficient. Note that we could have a log K term instead of the K ε0 in (5.60). Altogether, by applying Hölder inequality and Cauchy-Schwarz, we get
where we used (2.26) in the last inequality to get Λ
Step 5. Conclusion. Gathering the bounds obtained in Step 3 (inequality (5.54)) and Step 4 (inequality (5.61)), we get, coming back to the inequality (5.53), for K large enough,
Now, we will show that this bound together with the a priori bound on the quantile ratios (Lemma 23) is enough to conclude first that Λ ∞ (ψ, p/2) < ∞ and then that sup n≥0 Var log L
1,1 (ψ) < ∞, using the tail estimates (4.43) and (4.45).
Coming back to Step 1 (Equation (5.52)) and using (5.62), we get the inductive inequality (5.63) below for K large enough and n ≥ K. The a priori bound on the quantile ratios (Lemma 23) provides (5.64).
From now on, we take K large enough but fixed so that
This is the initialization of the induction. Now, assume that Λ n−1 (ψ, p/2) ≤ Λ Rec . In particular, Λ n−K (ψ, p/2) ≤ Λ Rec and using (5.63)
The right-hand side is smaller than e Cp √ 2C1K and therefore than Λ rec . Indeed, by (5.66), (5.64) and (5.65),
Therefore, Λ ∞ (ψ, p/2) < ∞ thus Λ ∞ (φ, p) < ∞ and by the tail estimates log L
1,1 (φ) − log λ n (φ) is tight.
Weak multiplicativity of the characteristic length and error bounds
Henceforth, we will only consider the case ξ = γ dγ for γ ∈ (0, 2) and the field φ 0,n . All observables will be assumed to be taken with respect to φ and we will drop the additional notation used to differ between φ and ψ. In this case, we saw that there exists a fixed constant C > 0 so that for all n ≥ 0, n (p) ≤ C n (p), C −1¯ n (p) ≤¯ n (p) and with the tail estimates
1,1 ). All these characteristic lengths are uniformly comparable. We will take λ n to denote one of them, say the median of L (n) 1,1 . In the next elementary lemma, we prove that a sequence satisfying a certain quantitative weak multiplicative property has a exponent, and we quantify the error.
Lemma 24. Consider a sequence of positive real numbers (λ n ) n≥1 . If there exists C > 0 such that for all n ≥ 1, k ≥ 1 we have e
Proof. We introduce the sequence (a n ) n≥0 such that λ 2 n+1 = (λ 2 n ) 2 e an . By iterating, we get
n−1 a1+···+2an−1+an .
The condition (5.67) gives that the sequence 2 −n/2 a n n≥0 is bounded, therefore the series k≥0
In particular there exists ρ > 0 such that
Now that we have the existence of an exponent, we prove the upper bound of Lemma 24. There exists C 1 , C 2 > 0 such that we have the following upper bounds:
Take C 3 large enough so that
We want to prove by induction that for all n ≥ 1, λ n ≤ ρ n e C3 √ n . By (5.70), this holds for n = 1. By induction (in a dyadic fashion), take n ∈ [2 k , 2 k+1 ). We decompose n as n = 2 k + n k with n k ∈ [0, 2 k ). We have, by using (5.69), (5.68) and the induction hypothesis,
since by (5.70) we have
The proof of the lower bound is similar.
In the next proposition we prove that the characteristic length λ n satisfies the weak multiplicativity property (5.67) and we identify the exponent by using [7] . Proposition 25. For γ ∈ (0, 2), there exists C > 0 such that for all n ≥ 1, k ≥ 1 we have,
Proof. Let us assume first that (5.71) holds. Then, by using Lemma 24, there exists ρ > 0 such that we have λ n = ρ n+O( √ n) . Similarly to (5.49), for each fixed small δ > 0, for k large enough we have,
The proof of (5.73) follows the same lines as the one of (5.49). Combining (5.73) and (5.49) we get ρ = 2 ξQ−1 . Now, we prove that the characteristic length satisfies (5.71).
Step 1: Weak submultiplicativity.
1,1 , consider the concatenation S (k,n+k) (P ) of four geodesics for e ξφ k,n+k ds associated to the rectangles of size 2 −k (3, 1)
3,1 ). Note that P is not a fixed block but the collection {P ∈ P k : P ∩ π k = ∅} is measurable with respect to φ 0,k which is independent of φ k,n+k . Set Γ k,n := ∪ P visited by π k S (k,n+k) (P ). Note that Γ k,n is a left-right crossing of [0, 1] 2 whose length is bounded above by
whereP denotes the box containing P at its center whose side length is three times that of P . Since L
If P is visited, then one of the four rectangles of size 2 −k (1, 3) inP surrounding P contains a short crossing, denoted byπ k (P ) and we have
Taking the supremum of the oscillation over all blocks,
Altogether, by Cauchy-Schwarz,
When γ ∈ (0, 2), by using the uniform bounds for quantile ratios together with the upper tails estimates (4.44) and the gradient estimate (2.14) we get λ n+k ≤ e C √ k λ n λ k .
Step 2: Weak supermultiplicativity. We argue here that
Using a slightly easier argument than (5.59) and then (5.47) (since we just have the field φ here), we have, respectively,
Altogether, we get the following weak supermultiplicativity,
By scaling and the tail estimates (4.43) (recalling that at this stage characteristic lengths are the same),
Furthermore, using the gradient estimates (2.13), we get
Tightness of the log of the diameter
n e ξφ0,n ds n≥0 is tight.
Proof.
Step 1: Chaining. By a standard chaining argument, (see (6.1) in [12] for more details), we have
where C k is a collection of no more than C4 k long rectangles of side length 2 −k (3, 1).
Using the bound for the maximum (2.10), when ξ < 2, we have
Fix 0 ≤ k ≤ n and P ∈ C k . We can bound L (n) (P ) by taking a left-right geodesic π k,n for φ k,n . Therefore,
and consequently, max
Using independence, the maximum bound (2.10), scaling of the field φ and the tail estimates (4.44), we get for some fixed small ε > 0 (again, we can replace the term k ε by a log k). Taking the expectation in (5.76), using (5.77) and (5.78), we obtain the following bound for the expected value of the diameter,
Step 2: Right tail. By using Proposition 25,
k . Therefore, together with (5.79), we have 
Tightness of the metrics
Proposition 27. If γ ∈ (0, 2) and ξ = γ dγ then the sequence of metrics λ −1 n e ξφ0,n ds n≥0 is tight. Moreover, if we define
and C n β := sup
Henceforth, we use the notation d 0,n for the renormalized metric λ Upper bound on the modulus of continuity. We suppose γ ∈ (0, 2). We start by proving that for every 0 < h < ξ(Q − 2), if ε > 0 there exists a large C ε > 0 so that for every n ≥ 0 By union bound we will estimate P(∃x, x |x − x | < 2 −n , d 0,n (x, x ) ≥ e s |x − x | h ) and
We start with the term P(∃x, x : 2 −k ≤ |x − x | ≤ 2 −k+1 , d 0,n (x, x ) ≥ e s |x − x | h ). We use the chaining argument (5.76) at scale k which gives: The series is convergent since ξ(Q − 2) − h > 0. Therefore, we obtain the tightness of (d 0,n ) n≥0 as a random element of C([0, 1] 2 × [0, 1] 2 , R + ) and every subsequential limit is (by Skorohod's representation theorem) a pseudo-metric. Since h = ξ(Q + 2) + ξδ for a small δ > 0, by using Proposition 25 we get,
Now, using (5.84), (5.85) and scaling, we get,
≤ 2 −kh λ n 2 k e −ξs ≤ P sup where we used in the last inequality the supremum bounds (2.9) and the left tail estimate (4.43).
Step 2: Finally, we control (5.82).
P(∃x, x : |x − x | < 2 −n , d 0,n (x, x ) ≤ e −ξs |x − x | h ) ≤ P inf |φ 0,n | ≥ n log 4 + n δ 2 log 2 + s Using (2.9) completes the proof.
where we set
We now give a difference estimate: introducing ∆ t (x) := ϕ 2,1 . Since there exists a constant C > 0 (independent of r) such that with high probability, L (n) 1,2 ≥ e −C λ n and L (n) 2,1 ≤ e C λ n , with high probability, e −C λ n ≤ L (r,n+r) 1,1 ≤ e C λ n , hence (6.93).
Weak multiplicativity. Now we prove that there exists C > 0 such that for δ, δ ∈ (0, 1) we have Hence the result by using (6.93). We explain without loss of generality the upper bound:
λ δδ = λ n+r+n +r ≤ λ n+n e C ≤ λ n λ n e C √ n∧n e C ≤ λ n+r λ n +r e C √ n+r∧n +r e 3C ≤ λ δ λ δ e C √ log |δ∨δ | e 3C .
Tail estimates and tightness of metrics. Using the same argument as in the two previous paragraphs and the tail estimates obtained along the sequence {2 
